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so that the capacity of the mill is increased, but although thin, the liner has a long life. The ribs are much further apart than in other ribbed liners.
The -pebbles usually consist of flint, although the use of steel balls has been advocated. The size varies up to 3 or 4 inches in diameter. According to M. Davidsen,1 in wet crushing, large pebbles wear less rapidly than small pebbles and crush as finely. The larger the pebbles the coarser may be the ore fed in. For dry grinding, small pebbles of 1 to 2 inches in diameter are preferable. The Greenland flints, found on the Danish shores, are more durable than the chalk flints of the French coast. The mill is kept about half filled with pebbles, the upper level of which varies from 3 inches above the centre line of the mill (as in S. Africa) to as much as 7 inches below. On the Band pieces of banket ore about 4 inches in diameter are fed in instead of pebbles. The amount required may be as much as 2J per cent, of the total tonnage milled.2 Bowling 3 found that the load of pebbles in a 22 feet by 5 feet mill was 12-8 tons, if maintained 3 inches above the axis. Hence he calculated that the 4-0,000 pebbles in the mill delivered 1,200,000 blows per minute. The weight of pebble load for a 22 feet mill at all heights and diameters and the method of calculation is given by Caldecott.4
There are two -manholes in the shell for use when the mill has to be relined or repaired.
The feeding of ore and of pebbles into a tube mill is effected through one of the trunnions, which is about 8 inches in internal diameter. Several different methods of feed have been proposed. One of these, designed by L. Pryce, is shown in Fig 105.5 It consists of two parallel discs 22 inches in diameter and 7 inches apart. A.spiral between the discs connects an opening at the periphery with the centre. The pebbles fed from a hopper, designed by J. E. Thomas, into the peripheral opening are carried to the centre and pushed into the hollow trunnion by an Archimedean screw. The pulp coming from a classifier or dewaterer enters as shown.
The discharge takes place through the other trunnion, which is also hollow and is of greater diameter, so that the outflow is about 5 inches lower than the inllow. The outflow is through a perforated plate (right hand of Fig. 101), flush with the end liner, with holes of i inch diameter inside the mill expanding to -J inch towards the outflow to prevent choking (Bowling).
Neal's discharge, introduced at Kl Oro in .Mexico, is an alternative to the perforated plate. It consists of a baflle placed inside the tube mill, and a reverse screw which returns to the tube mill anv pebbles which might escape the baffle, although it permits of the free escjipe <»[ the water-borne pulverised pulp. NeaFs discharge is said by Alfred James to be in general use in America and in wide use in Asia. The internal scoop discharge is mentioned by Dr. Caldecott (see Chap. XVII.). Peripheral discharge has been tried, but though suitable in dry crushing, is not much used in wet crushing.
Fragments of pebbles and small worn-out pebbles too small to assist in the crushing pass out with the pulp, and are separated from it by a circular screen or pebble-catcher of | inch mesh, through which the pulp passes into a launder, while the pebbles are delivered at the end of the screen.
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